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Leader of the
Cybershis,
protector of
the Shinu
The ERC-20 token of the underdog.
Cybershinu aspires to evolve the dog meme coin,
and aims to provide power to the community while
making a difference in the world for individuals.
Cybershinu empowers the average investor by
providing a fair presale launch at a set token price.
That way, you’ll always be in the win, without fear of
dumping whales.
We’re also giving back to those who without, we
wouldn’t be here. Our friendly animals will receive
substantial donations, in form of aid to shelters,
foster parents, and if we take off enough - our very
own shelter we can all say we played a part in.
Join the Cybershi movement and help us make a
difference.

Buy $CYSHI
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Inspiration
Behind CYSHI
Our token and project took various
inspirations from Cyberpunk, Blade
Runner, 1984, and of course, the dog
craze founder, the Shiba Inu itself.
We at the Cybershinu team deeply believe in financial
freedom, a topic which is becoming more and more
expressed everyday. We believe everyone has the right
to do what they love, and not have to suffer working
minimum wages for the rest of their life. We’re hoping by
introducing Cybershinu into the crypto space, we can
help that become a reality for many.
Join us - we have so much more to show you.
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The Three
Virtues of the
Cybershis
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Honor

Altruism

Heart

No Cybershi shall ever
steal or do wrong by
another Cybershi. We
are all in this together,
seeking a better world
for all people.

The desire to help others.
All Cybershis must carry
this charitable virtue in their
everyday lives. We must
become the voice for those
who have none.

To show courage
in every living
moment of life, in
danger or not.
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The problem
and the
solution
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Billions of dollars are poured
into Crypto every year by
retail investors - the market is
growing, and its showing. The
problem? Investors aren’t sure
when is a good time to invest.
Usually in a money market,
the bear trends and market
corrections are great times to
step in. In crypto, a “Correction”
could just as easily be a stock
crash, or a dip by a whale
before an outburst of 20x. No
one knows, and with some
hedge funds/whales getting in
at an undisclosed token price,
everyone’s at the mercy of these
goliaths.

The solution? A set, FAIR presale price for everyone, verified
by the developers. There would
be zero token holders before
the pre-sale, ensuring everyone
gets in at the same price, fairly.
This ultimately gives the early
investor security over their
investments as the typical fear
of a dump isn’t there. The early
investor instead gets access
to unlimited growth potential
with very little risks to dips ensuring an increase in price
after the pre-sale. This is what
CYSHI will accomplish.

With this solution in
mind, our team launched
Cybershinu ($CYSHI) in
December 2021.
A passionate community of believers
soon started to take shape as
crypto enthusiasts joined together.
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Cybershinu
NFTs
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Part of our ongoing internal roadmaps is creating a
sustainable eco-system, with room for expansion. Our NFTs
do just that. we’ll begin with our

10,000 unique interpretations
of the Cybershi followers of Cybershinu, which in the
allegory, are the investor rebels against the whales. These
NFTs will allow the project to move forward in the direction
of GameFi, aimed at creating a Cybershinu fighting game
in the style of Street Fighter and other popular platform
fighters. Our team consist of a couple of madlads playing
this on a daily basis in the past, and we wish to introduce
our passions into the project.

Ticker
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Tokenomics
Total Suppy

$CYSHI 100,000,000,000
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During the presale, you can purchase
$CYSHI at a fixed rate of

$0.00075 USD per 1 $CYSHI

Presale 20%

Cex Reserved 30%

Locked Incentives 5%

Staking Incentives 20%

Dex Liquidity 20%

Team 5%

No taxation fee

Cybershinu Pad

At CYSHI, we believe that once
you purchase your tokens, they
are yours. There is no need for
a taxation fee from your local
government and us. That isn’t
what decentralization is about.

Launch your own token with
our easy contract wizard,
coming soon. You’ll be able to
hold your very own presale,
similar to CYSHI, with no
hassle.

True DeFi

#WAGMI

Cybershinu gives you complete
control over your tokens
through strategic partnerships.
We have big plans on being
able to use your $CYSHI as
collateral on some platforms.
With an upcoming DAO as well,
we’re aiming at big plans on
how you can generate some
extra income.

At a fair, set-price pre-sale,
with zero pre-whitelists
or anything of that nature,
Cybershinu provides everyone
with the same opportunity to
a moonshot. We’ll all get in on
the same price - and it can
only go up from there.
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Why Invest
in CYSHI
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Once the presale has finished, you will be
able to freely buy and trade $CYSHI.

Create a MetaMask Wallet:
$CYSHI is available on the Ethereum
blockchain. MetaMask is an ERC20 (ERC)
wallet that can be accessed through a
browser extension or mobile app.

Send $ETH to MetaMask:
Acquire ETH through MetaMask itself
or transfer it to your MetaMask wallet
address from another wallet (e.g.
Coinbase, Crypto.com).

Visit Uniswap:
You can currently swap ETH and other
tokens for CYSHI on Uniswap.

Swap ETH for CYSHI:
Enter the amount of ETH you would like
to swap for CYSHI. Select CYSHI from the
list of tokens, click “Connect Wallet”, and
then swap your tokens.
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How to Buy
CYSHI
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Audit Progress
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To gain the
community’s
trust, our
contracts are
audited by
CertiK
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?

What will the team do with their 5%?
The Cybershinu dev team will openly spend this money on
marketing, donations to animal charities as promised, and
pushing $CYSHI to the moon. Developer fees and such will
also be taken from this 5%, as there is no fee to generate
income for these expenses.

?

Is there any taxation fee?
While many memecoins implement a taxation system on their
coins — sometimes up to 15% — we believe it goes against
decentralization. You shouldn’t have to calculate a fee into your
profits.

?

When is the presale?
The presale will be at a set date once our internal deadlines are
met. For more information, join us over at our social media!

?

What price is the presale?
During the presale, you will be able to purchase $CYSHI at a
fixed rate of $0.00075 per token.

?
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FAQ

When will the minting sale be for the
Cybershi NFTs?
The Cybershi NFTs will launch at the end of our presale for a
price of 0.1 ETH.
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Team
Meet the team behind the Cybershinu movement.
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Nella G
Co-founder

Mark Liu
Angel Investor

Roman Sorin
Co-founder/Developer
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